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TOP PERFORMERS
NAME

SCHOOL

STATE

CLASS

POS

HT

WT

Jackson Yost

Archbishop Murphy HS

WA

2017

DL

6'3

265

Ryan Schoen

Lone Peak HS

UT

2017

OL

6'3

260

Chris Lefau

Eastside Catholic HS

WA

2017

RB

6'0

210

Luc Overton

Emmett HS

ID

2017

WR

6'2

185

Sean Gordon

Lake Washington

WA

2017

TE

6'3

210

Eric Jung

Bainbridge HS

WA

2017

RB

5'8

185

Marquis jenkins

Lincoln HS

WA

2017

LB

5'10

190

Jacob Samuels

Vancouver College

BC

2017

QB

6'4

220

Jacob Simon

Bothell HS

WA

2018

QB

6'4

210

NOTES

Yost was the Gatorade 'G' MVP for the high school group, and was dominant at times and
showed tremendous, violent hands. He could be a major D1 recruit if he were to move inside to
DT, which is probably his best position. He is very solid and has a thick, wide base. Yost could
add another 20-25 pounds if he plays inside. He carries 265 pounds currently with very little
excess fat and has an awesome motor. Yost has a great attitude and he's a smart player. He
was always first in line to take reps and loves the game. Very coachable.
Schoen was the top overall OL at the camp. He really excelled in all areas while his technique,
hand placement, and footwork were excellent. He looks to be a legit 6-3, 265 but is very solid.
He could very easily add 20-25 pounds. Schoen should make an excellent OC or possibly OG
prospect. He's a good football player who is serious about his craft.
Lefau is a prospect with a lot of attributes in his favor. He is a big, strong kid with excellent
agility. He's kind of a dancing bear. He showed tremendous hands and made a number of
tough catches throughout the camp. Lefau demonstrated strong leadership skills. He is a vocal
kid with a great motor and love for the game.
Overton is a superb athlete and pass catcher who really emerged as one of the top players
among an excellent corps of receivers at the camp. He made some really tough catches and
fought for every ball thrown his way. He was a key member of his team's state championship in
2015. Overton is just a very well put together athlete and a top-notch basketball player as well.
Gordon was the most polished TE prospect at the camp. He showed good focus and effort
throughout the event. He has good size now and also has a wide frame to add on to. Gordon
was not very flashy but he caught the ball consistently and ran good routes. He is a physical
player when he has pads on.
Jung won the Camp Leadership Award for the high school division. He did everything at the
camp at full speed. Jung is a waterbug with the ball in his hands with high-energy. He is tough
and is seems to be in perpetual motion. Jung proved to be hard to cover in 7-v-7 drills. As a
high school junior, he was very productive with over 1,600 combined rushing and receiving
yards and was named all-metro.
Jenkins is a player who took to the coaching he received very well and got better as the
weekend went on. When he applied the techniques he was being taught, he showed the kind of
athleticism it takes to be a high-caliber player. He has good feet and is pretty loose in the hips.
Jenkins has a chance to be an excellent outside backer as he gets bigger and stronger. He
converted to RB after transferring from Foss HS.
Samuels is a prototype pro-style QB in terms of his size. He's a hard worker who is serious
about the game and wants to get better. He led his high school team to the provincial
championship last fall.
SImon is a very highly rated early U of Washington commit who was able to attend the camp
only on Sunday due to other camp obligations earlier in the weekend. He displayed his ability
and huge potential during 7v7's with some pinpoint throws into tight windows. Simon still has a
bit of polishing to do on his mechanics, timing and decision making but his potential and the
overall package as a pro-style QB is as good as it gets.

Marco Brewer

Corvallis HS

OR

2018

OL

6'4

270

Jarek Schultz

Colony HS

AK

2018

TE

6'7

220

Ryan Taylor

Eastside Catholic HS

WA

2018

LB

6'2

235

Lionelletui Mulitauaopele

Kentridge HS

WA

2018

DB

5'11

170

Robert Mason

Graham-Kapowsin HS

WA

2018

WR

6'0

170

Elijah Tofilau

Monroe HS

WA

2018

OG

6'2

305

Dylan Morris

Graham-Kapowsin HS

WA

2019

QB

6'0

185

Solomon Bang

Federal Way HS

WA

2019

WR

5'11

178

Andrew Pederson

Eastside Catholic HS

WA

2019

S

5'11

188

Isaiah Bagnah

Lethbridge Collegiate

AB

2019

DL

6'2

215

Brewer earned an invitation to U.S. Army National Combine. He showed great initial punch and
was pretty fundamentally sound overall. He is naturally strong and light on his feet with great
balance. Brewer has grown about 2 inches and 35 pounds in the last 12 months and is still
growing. He has the frame to easily support another 30+ plus pounds and still be agile. He
showed good ability to set and react. Brewer is a patient blocker; he does not lunge or find
himself off balance.
Schultz is a raw talent with plenty of potential. He's a basketball and hockey player who played
his first year of football last fall. Given that lack of experience, he performed well at the camp.
He has gained 20 lbs just in the last five months. He was 6-4 and under 200 pounds last spring.
Schultz does need to improve his flexibilty because he showed some stiffness in his lower body
is evident when he runs routes. He catches the ball pretty well but this is also an area where he
can continue to improve. Given that he could easily support a lot more weight on his big frame,
his future could be brightest at OT.
Taylor is a converted lineman who worked with the linebackers and performed well. He has
good size and a strong build. He showed good understanding of the position and was
coachable. Taylor was fundamentally strong in 7v7 coverage drills but has some limitations
there. He will be good to watch his junior film and see him in the run game.
Mulitauaopele was the top DB at the camp. He is a long, angular athlete with long arms. He is
physical and shows good instincts. He displayed showed some real good stuff in press
coverage. Mulitauaopele really uses his length to his advantage and displayed excellent
position and awareness in 7v7 drills. His overall athleticism and questionable makeup speed
are the only question marks.
This kid Mason caught everything thrown his way. He does a great job tracking the ball in the
air and adjusting his body to make catches against tight coverage and also along the
boundaries. Mason is a natural receiver and a smart football player who had tremendous hands
and great concentration. He caught a lot of balls in traffic and on jump balls. He is not super
explosive but a good athlete. He projects as chain-moving, go-to possession receiver.
Tofilau is a big, thick and naturally strong lineman. With skill and further development as an
athlete, he has the potential to become a dominant player. He needs to dedicate himself to
improving on the finer points of the game and also make some strides in the classroom.
Morris earned Invite to US Army National Combine. He was highly praised by Coach Chris
Miller as the top QB at the camp. He threw some real ropes and has a live arm. He can really
spin it and the ball gets there in a hurry. However, he did show some indication that he needs
to work his changeup for some shorter touch throws. Morris has good mechanics and is an
accurate passer. He has great feet and throws well on the run. Morris is very coachable and
has a good attitude and desire to be great.
Bang is all-around talent who is smooth and quick in and out of breaks. He runs great and
precise routes. He plays the game with a sense of calm and ease but plays hard but makes it
look effortless. Bang can change directions at full speed. He has soft hands and catches the
ball away from his body.
Pederson was an INT machine during 7 on 7s, making plays on balls all over the field. He has
the prototype S body and build. He is a physical player and even in shorts and t-shirts, you can
tell he likes to play physical and has a nasty streak. Pederson is a ball hawk who will make a lot
of plays over the top. He tracks the ball well wiith a great feel for the game and has a great
motor.
Bagnah as a nice frame and looks to be a strong player in the box. He showed good
consistency with his hands and technique. He has quick hands and good repertoire of pass
rush skills. Bagnah flashed some explosiveness in his hips at times during the camp. If he can
add weight on his frame while improving his athleticism and flexibility, he could be a good edge
player.

Jack Hanisch

Peninsula HS

WA

2020

QB

6'3

190

Silas Starr

Central Catholic HS

OR

2020

WR

6'1

170

Gee Scott Jr.

Eastside Catholic HS

WA

2020

WR

6'1

165

Hanisch won the Camp Leadership Award for Youth Division. According to Coach Chris Miller,
he has the potential to eventually play on Sundays. He showed a level of talent and maturity
beyond his age with a big-time arm. Hanisch has a long, tall frame and is smooth and precise in
his drops. His accuracy -- although not an issue -- should improve as he continues to mature
physically and grow into his body.
Starr worked out with the WRs and was evaluated for that position, although his XOS ISR
Report is for S/OLB. As a receiver, he showed smooth movement skills and a lot of talent. Starr
has a ton of ability and could become a big-time prosepct in a couple of years. He has all the
tools and shows a desire to improve his craft but needs to continue improving his consistency,
not take plays off, and work on getting off the ball faster against press coverage.
Scott Jr. earned the Gatorade Camp MVP for youth division. He ended up working with the HS
receivers before the camp ended. Even when he moved up to the HS side, he was the top guy
there among a really top-notch group of receivers at the camp. He is really smooth and is a
great hands catcher. Scott Jr. can really elevate for tough catches and shows great body
control. He has great potential but needs to continue improving his technique and route

